With the growth of existing knowledge graph, the completion of knowledge graph has become a crucial problem. In this paper, we propose a novel model based on descriptionembodied knowledge representation learning framework, which is able to take advantages of both fact triples and entity description. Specifically, the relation projection is combined with description-embodied representation learning to learn entity and relation embeddings. Convolutional neural network and TransR are adopted to get the description-based and structure-based representation of entity and relation, respectively. We employ FB15K dataset generated from a large knowledge graph freebase, to evaluate the performances of the proposed model. Experimental results show that our proposed model greatly outperforms other existing baseline models.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (KGs) on a large scale such as NELL [1] , Freebase [2] , and WordNet [3] are important for applications in natural language processing fields, such as language modeling, web searching and so on. KGs store structured multi-relational data in the form of (head entity, relation, tail entity), which are called facts. However, despite massive facts that can be contained, most of KGs built semiautomatically or collaboratively are still far from complete and always suffered from sparseness [4] . The completion of KGs has become a critical work.
In recent years, embedding methods used in knowledge graphs completion have attractive more and more attentions [5] . Traditional embedding models embed both entities and their relations into a latent low-dimensional space. Among them, TransE [6] considers the relation as the translation between two entities and performs better than most of these models. However, TransE ignores different roles played in different entity. TransH [7] and TransR [8] are the variants of TransE, which improved TransE by setting a hyperplane for each specific relation or by modeling the relations and entities in distinct spaces, respectively. For these models, one disadvantage is that they only focus on the observed structured facts. They do not consider incorporating other information except for facts. There are many methods on entity textual description [9, 10] , entity types [11] , rules [12] or even temporal information [13] . Methods incorporated textual information like NTN [14] simply initialize the entity representation by averaging the word vectors.
In this paper, we propose a model which combined relation projection with description-embodied representation learning, named RDRL, to augment TransR model with entity textual information. The proposed model is based on the descriptionembodied knowledge representation learning (DKRL) [11] . Specifically, we set a relation-specific projection for each entity for the distinction of the entity and relation space. The advantages of our model are as follows: 1) could be used to further improve the classical model such as TransR by combining entity description, 2) could retain the merits of original embedding models and perform better on some occasions, such as dealing with the problem of data sparsity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the previous related work. Section III describes our proposed model. The training details are presented in Section IV. Section V presents the experiments and results. Finally, Section VI draws a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Knowledge graph embedding aims to embed the relations and entities into a latent space. The learning process can be divided into three steps: (1) entity/relation representation. (2) scoring function definition, and (3) parameter estimation.
A. TransE and DKRL
The traditional model TransE embeds entities and relations into a same low-dimensional vector space. For any triple (e i ,r k ,e j ) which describe facts (head entity, relation, tail entity), TransE holds the assumption e i +r k ≈e j and defines the energy of a triple as follows: where [x] + denotes the positive part of x, S is the set of correct triples, and S' is the set of corrupted triplets with head or tail entities replaced by any random entity. γ > 0 is a margin used to separate the correct triplets and the corrupted one.
DKRL takes advantages of TransE which is based on structure representation and also considers entity description [11] . So, given an entity, not only its fact triples but also its entity description can be modeled. In the DKRL model, continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model and deep convolutional neural model [15] could be used as encoders to represent the semantics of specific entity descriptions. The energy function of DKRL is defined as
where E S and E D are the energy functions of structured-based representation like TransE and description-based representation, respectively. Since the representation of an entity can either be structure-based or description-based, E D is defined as E D =E DS + E SD +E DD . DKRL minimizes the following rank criterion for training:
where S' is the set of corrupt triples with head entity, tail entity or relation replaced, γ >0 is a hyper-parameter of margin that will separate corrupted triples and correct triples, and ) , , (
is the energy of triple (e i , r k , e j ) for a dissimilarity measure E, which is L1-norm or L2-norm. The max(x, y) aims to return the maximum value between x and y.
B. Other Models
There have been other attempts on knowledge graph embedding based on entity description [14, 16] . In this paper, we take advantage of the entity textual information to impute the lack of useful information and improve the performance of knowledge graph completion.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
To solve the problems of TransE such as the problem of lower distinctiveness when handling complex relationship except for the one-to-one relation, we proposed a model, named RDRL, which combined relation projection with description-embodied representation learning by using TransR instead of TransE. Relation information can be beneficial if it can be used efficiently. Since the continuous bag-of-words model ignores word orders in text and is easier to be affected by the quality of extracted keywords when encoding semantics of entity descriptions, we use convolutional neural network to represent the description embedding. Given any triple (e i , r k , e j ) indicating that there is a relationship between e i and e j , we follow the treatment in TransR and use a projection matrix k r M to map the head entity ei and the tail entity ej from their entity space to the specific relation space. The mapping can be described as: 
  (7) where ES shares the same formulation as (6) . To make the two representations of entities representations compatible, we define ) , , ( 
where ei is the description-based representation and ej is the structure-based representation. The relation representation is shared by all the energy functions and will contribute to the mutual promotion of the two different representations. Our model will finally project both the entity representations into the same vector space with the energy function defined.
IV. TRAINING DETAILS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We train our RDRL as the procedure of DKRL, and adopt stochastic gradient descent to minimize the final margin-based
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objective function which is defined as (4) . We denote S = {(e i ,r i ,e i )|i=1,2…,t} as the set of corrected triples and S' is the set of corrupted triples, which is defined as
where each element of S' is constructed by randomly replacing an entity or relation. Note that our RDRL is not restricted to the type of entity representation.
In our training process, the convolutional kernels are initialized randomly. The vectors of words are pre-trained by GloVe [17] on Wikipedia. The CNN encoder takes the word vectors as inputs and outputs of the corresponding entity description-based embeddings. And we use a multi-thread version of CNN to learn the representations for a better efficiency. Structure-based embeddings of entities and relations are initialized with results of TransE.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Sets
We adopt FB15K which is built with a commonly used knowledge graph Freebase [2] to evaluate the proposed methods. FB15K contains 1345 relations and 14951 entities which provides massive information of the world stored in structure e.g., /medicine/disease/risk_factors.
Entities with no descriptive words or shorter than 3 words are not included to ensure that all entities should have description in the test period. Unlike DKRL, we use the word embeddings trained by GloVe as the representation of entities. Table I shows the final statistics of the data sets we used, where the number of the relation types, entity types, and triples has already been split into training, validation and testing sets. 
B. Knowledge Graph Completion
Knowledge graph completion aims to predict the missing entity or relation in a corrupted triple (ei, rk, ej) with ei, rk or ej missing.
 Parameter Settings
We compared our RDRL with some related existing models. The configurations for our experiments are given as follows: entity/relation dimension n in {20, 50, 100}, the fixed learning rate α among {0.001, 0.002, 0.01}, and margin γ among {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}. For the CNN encoder, the window size k among {1, 2, 3}, the word embedding dimension w among {50, 80, 100}, and the feature map dimension f among {50,100,150}. The optimal configuration on the valid set are: n =100, α = 0.001, γ =1.5, k =2, w =100, f =100.
 Evaluation Measurement
We evaluate our model on the two sub-tasks: entity prediction and relation prediction. For the entity prediction, we replace the head entity with every entity existing in the entity data set and use the score function to compute its score. Later we rank their scores in a descending order. For the tail entity, we repeat the same procedure as the head entity. And for the relation prediction, we use the same method by replacing the relation with each relation in the relation data set. As used in [8] , we employ the same metrics: (1) the mean of the predicted ranks; (2) the hits@10 for entity and the hits@1 for relation which respectively means the proportion of the correct entities ranked in top 10 and the proportion of the correct relations ranked in top 1. There exist many entities in the same incomplete triple which are not sure to be implausible. And if they rank before the replaced entity or relation, they will cause results that are not ideal. Thus, we also follow the evaluation setting Raw and Filter. Filter indicates that the method removes all the other plausible entities or relations in the descent ranking. Raw means that the method does not consider the problem above.
 Results
We list the evaluation results of entity prediction in Table II  and relation prediction in Table III . By comparing with the listed models, it can be seen from Table Ⅱ that our RDRL greatly outperforms the original DKRL, and it shows consistent and significant improvement over all the following listed models on each metric in Table III . TranE, TransH(unif), TransH(bern), TransR(unif), DKRL(CBOW), and DKRL(CNN) represent methods from [6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 11] . DKRL(CNN)+TransE(ours) represent DKRL methods based on CNN and TransE. RDRL represents our proposed model. 
C. Triple Classification
Triple classification has already been explored by [14] which is a binary classification problem. The task aims to judge whether a given triple is true or not. In the experiment, we evaluate our model on the benchmark dataset FB15K. For Advances in Intelligent Systems Research, volume 146 the task of binary classification, we need negative triples. Since negative triples are not included in the released FB15K dataset, we produce negative samples following the same process in [14] . To perform the task, we set different thresholds {δ r } for different relations. Given a triple(e i , r k , e j ), if its score E(e i , r k , e j ) is below the threshold δ r , we classify the triple as positive, otherwise negative. The threshold δ r is set by maximizing the classification accuracy on the validation set. We compare our model with some existing work using the results showed in [8] and use the code of DKRL which is released in [11] to complete the task. We adopt the accuracy of the classification as the evaluation metric. 
D. Discussions
In the first section it is pointed out that, althought the massive facts FB15K can be contained, the KG still suffers from the problem of data sparseness and thus some relations may not be captured correctly. So, for further analysis, we divided the relations into five groups according to the frequency, as shown in Table V . The frequency was obtained according to the times they occur in the test set. We compare MeanRank(filter) of DKRL and RDRL. Table V reports the results and the improvement from DKRL to RDRL. From the results, we can see that: (1) for the relation whose frequency is 1 to 3, the improvement from RDRL to DKRL is 9.48%, which indicates that separating the entity space and the relation space does better when handling the data sparsity problem, (2) the most significant improvement occurs when handling the relation with frequency greater than 300, which shows that RDRL performs better for most triples in the KG.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Jointly learning the embeddings of KGs with the multimeta information has gained increasingly interests. In this paper, we propose the RDRL model by combining the relation projection with description-embodied representation learning for better performances. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, experiments are performede on the three tasks. The compared results show that our proposed model outperforms state-of-the-art models.
